[Neuronal cell death--what we can see and what we cannot].
Recently several responsible genes for hereditary neurodegenerative disorders were identified. In some of them the gene products were found to be aggregated. In the case of Alzheimer disease beta protein and apolipoprotein E accumulated in senile plaques. In CAG repeat diseases the polyglutamine aggregates in neuronal nuclei. More recently alpha synuclein accumulates in Lewy bodies in Parkinson disease and tau protein accumulates in NFT of hereditary frontotemporal dementia with tau mutation. Those results suggested that the responsible gene products accumulates in the lesion which the products involve in. However, presenilin which is one of the genes for familial Alzheimer disease accumulates in NFT and on the other hand its mutation changes the production ratio of beta 1-42/40, suggesting that the abnormal gene products not simply accumulate the lesion that it involved. The gene products accumulate in different lesions such as in nuclei of polyglutamine diseases, extracellular plaque and cytoplasm of prion disease and extracellular plaques in Alzheimer disease. Some of them are ubiquitinated and some of them are not. Thus the accumulating process in these disorders seems apparently same but is essentially different. We should study more precisely each pathological process of those disorders.